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ON THE A-INTEGRABILITY OF SINGULAR INTEGRAL TRANSFORMS
by Shobha MADAN
Introduction.
In this paper we shall generalize a theorem of Alexandrov on the AIntegrability of Riesz transforms [1] .
Let L^^R") denote the weak-L 1 space consisting of measurable functions / on R" for which supam^eR": \f(x)\ > a} = K < oo, <x>0 where m denotes the Lebesgue measure on R"; let L^^R") (resp. L^o^R")) be the subspace of L^^R") consisting of functions which satisfy lim mi[x'. \f(x)\>a} = 0 (resp. the subspace of L^^R") S~* CO of functions satisfying lim am{|/(x)|>a} = 0). For brevity we shall oi-^O + write L^O)) (R") to mean the space « L^^R") (resp. L^0 0 , resp. L^o 00 ) ». A similar notation will be used for the weak Hardy spaces defined below. For a function /, we write X.y(a) for its distribution function, i.e.
(a) = w^eR": |/(x)|>a}, a > 0. In the following C, C, K will denote several different constants.
Let u(x,y), x e R", y > 0 be a harmonic function on the upper half plane R^1, and for xeV, r^(x) = {(x\y) e R^1: \x'-x\<ay} is the cone of aperture a at x. When a = 1, we shall simply write T{x). The non tangential maximal function of u is the function M*(x) = sup \u(x\y)\.
r(jc)
We define H^O)) = {^C^)
: u a harmonic function on R^ such that u* e L^o^^R")}. These are the spaces considered by Alexandrov in [I], where he proves an A-Integrability result for the system of conjugate functions of u. In section 3, we shall prove a similar result for singular integral transforms, using real variable methods, and the fact that a certain set of transforms forms a conjugate system does not play any essential role. Our result then contains the above result of Alexandrov.
2.
The H^^O)) spaces have been defined above by means of a nontangential maximal function with respect to a cone of aperture 1. But this is in fact not a restriction, and we have The proof of this proposition is only a slight modification of the proof of lemma 1 of [3] , where the equivalence of L P (R n ) (0<p<oo) norms of these functions has been proved.
Further, these spaces can also be characterized using the area function, 
g(u)(x)= Wx^y dy]
3 / (see [5] for details). We summarize these results in PROPOSITION 2. -Let u(x,y) be a harmonic function on R^1. Then the following are equivalent: 
JR"
Conversely, let dn(x) = 0. By an easy reduction we may assume that \i has compact support and that \i is supported on the unit cube Qo in R". In the next proposition, we prove that if u e H 1 ' 00 then M(",^) converges in the sense of tempered distributions as y -^ 0. The proof of the corresponding result for the W spaces [3] does not directly apply since in this case the fact that i^eL^^R") does not necessarily imply that for y>0, M^eLW.
PROPOSITION. -Let u e H 1 ' 00 . Then lim u( 9 ,y) = / exists in the sense y-^o of tempered distribution.
Proof. -We have seen above that u* e L 11 °° implies that I^C^^OI ^ C/y".
Hence for every y > 0, the function u/x) =u(x,y)eL 2 (R n ) and
Mi= f ^(x^dx
PX (?) dp = C/y. 
